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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND - Balance is an important index in the evaluation of the overweight/obese individual’s activity. Previous studies performed in prepubertal obese individuals, confirmed increased postural instability, signified by increased stance phase time and lower walking speed. SEBT and UPST have been described as a test of dynamic postural control. Virtual reality and traditional programme has been used in sports and other abnormalities for balance training.

AIMS & OBJECTIVES - This study investigated effect of traditional and virtual reality balance programme, in overweight individuals, on static and dynamic balance.

METHODOLOGY - 60 subject of age 18-36 years participated in the study, subjects were randomly allotted to three groups (n=20 each): Control, virtual reality and traditional. Pre-testing for static and dynamic balance was measured for all 3 groups using unipedal stance and Star excursion balance test respectively. Balance training for all the groups was performed for 20-30 min, thrice a week for 6 weeks. Post test readings were obtained after every 2 week and final reading was taken after 6 week of training.

RESULT - Analysis between the group using one way ANOVA, revealed that there was a significant difference in static balance in all the groups (p<0.001). Within group analysis was done using pair t-test. Mean values of pre and post intervention static and dynamic balance showed maximum improvement in traditional balance Group. However, there was no significant difference found in virtual reality group.

CONCLUSION - These results provide support for the use of traditional balance training in overweight individuals.

Keywords - Virtual reality, Traditional balance training, SEBT, UPST, overweight.

INTRODUCTION

According to WHO, (2000) Overweight and obesity in numerous developing nations, not give careful consideration and is focused on starvation and under sickness or unhealthiness of youngsters. In the event that preventive measures are not defined, in these regions the issue may raise and overburden the human services framework. Subsequently there is requirement to define measures in order to capture the issue of overweight and heftiness and keep the negative impact away in people, particularly among women.
Balance is characterized as the methodology that keeps up the core of gravity inside the body's support base and obliges consistent alterations that are given by strong action and joint situating. Most anxious and musculoskeletal framework maladies can change this balance control. \[1\]

Maintenance of postural balance requires sensorial location of the body's developments, coordination of kinesthesia data into the focal sensory system and a proper engine reaction. The position of the body part in connection to environment is dictated by physical sensitivity and visual, vestibular capacities. Strong control and element support of balance include the movement of directions of solid active chains. \[2\]

Adipose tissue aggregation and body mass increments can result in a decrease in the body adjust and be a real contributing variable in regards to falls, particularly when consolidated with low strong mass, which can produce biomechanical disappointment of solid reactions and loss of soundness mechanisms. \[3\]

The susceptibility of weight addition like overweight, and additionally create illnesses inconvenience relies on upon hereditary inclination. For example, the vitality utilization rate, capacity to store fat dispersion as fat tissue, and the association between large amounts of blood lipids and atherosclerosis indicate extensive bury singular variety. Physical latency is, notwithstanding, a significant component for each person, and the ailment hazard inconvenience is decreased by expanded movement, incorporating in overweight individuals. \[4\]

Through and through; a few studies support the perspective that overweight can yield poorer balance. All the more as of late, it was accounted for that in obese teenagers comparable results discovered however just when the postural control was focused by including a froth surface. Including a froth surface probably give the lower appendages somatosensory information and obliges a more prominent dependence on the staying tangible frameworks. They said that the less stable carriage was the after effect of overweight without anyone else as well as could be identified with tactile combination problems. \[3,5\]

Muscle shortcoming and poor balance have been settled as danger components for falls in imminent associate studies in population. \[6,7\]

Postural control is any demonstration of keeping up, accomplishing or re-establishing harmony in any static or element body position. Balance characterize is the condition of balance whereby the net drive or aggregate of strengths, following up on the body is zero. By and by, this implies that so as to look after balance, postural control methodologies must be utilized to neutralize power that demonstration to move the body with balance. Development and offset deficiencies may be reflected in hindered capacity to stand, exchange movement, incline or achieve, and react to annoyance. The adequacy of these movements is measured through varieties in COP or body influence in static balance tests. Since the objective of postural control is to minimize changes in body influence by amending them rapidly, the size and pace of these movements gives an evidence of the viability of postural control instruments inside the body. \[8\]

**Balance preparing**

Balance preparing can be characterized as a preparation regimen that goes for an enhanced postural control. \[9\] Balance preparing has been utilized as a part of distinctive age and patient gatherings to upgrade different neuromuscular limits e.g., balance capacity, maximal and hazardous power generation etc and in studies going for fall anticipation. \[10\] At the point when
directing balance training, it is expected that the neuromuscular framework adjusts particularly and continuously to the connected preparing power. [10] It has as often as possible been demonstrated that a decreased base of support or denied visual control brings about a bigger postural influence. [11]

Improved balance preparing activities are intended to enhance certainty, portability, and working in a day-today connection. Balance preparing incorporates harmony control practices that are tedious and reviewed in many-sided quality that upgrade adjust by enhancing influence control and restraining unseemly motor responses. [12,13]

Multisensory offset programs

Programs which join multisensory preparing and particular balance exercises are more powerful for enhancing balance when contrasted with traditional activity programs that comprise just of high impact exercise, reinforcing, or adaptability exercises. [14]

A study said, a multisensory balance program, which obliged subjects to twist, turn, and achieve, while keeping up offset on different surfaces, was contrasted with a balance program different traditional preparing, which exists of regular offset exercises, for example, walking set up, tender stretching exercises, arm development and stepping to the side. It gave extra vestibular incitement and urged members to expand their rate and size of developments to look after balance, which brought about expanded continuance, quality, and response time in individuals. [14]

A traditional treatment program, which comprised of different motility aptitudes, was contrasted with a motivate balance program, which obliged members to keep up a tight base of support, while moving the inside of gravity outside of the base of support. The increase treatment program additionally comprised of reiteration of evaluated balance exercises and members got visual criticism from the Balance Performance observed which gave a target assess of balance by measuring a member's postural influence and all the offset. Both the tradition balance gathering and the upgraded treatment gathering demonstrated changes in balance, strolling velocity number of falls, personal satisfaction, freedom for exercises of day by day living, and social cooperation; however the improved treatment gathering indicated more enhancements in walking speed, soundness, and nature of life. [15]

Attractive games, for example, Dance Revolution and gaming natural frameworks, for example, Play Station 2 and Wii can be seen in non-intrusive treatment and games drug skill. The developing interest of Attractive gaming incompletely is because of the conviction that playing intuitive video game amid a rehabilitation session can coordinate an understanding's concentrate far from the monotonous and ordinary nature of recovery activities and toward the fun and focused parts of the video game. [16,17]

In this manner, intriguing gaming technology subjectively enhances adherence rates for restoration programs [18] and presents allied health services suppliers with an assistant to traditional rehabilitation works out.

Then again, Nintendo Recently discharged the Wii Balance Board (Nintendo of America Inc) as a controller for Games, for example, Wii Fit (Nintendo of America Inc) and Wii Fit Plus (Nintendo of America Inc). The Wii Balance Board have attributes like an research grade plate and contain transducers used to survey power distribution and the consequent developments of a singular's focal point of weight (COP). In this way, the Wii Balance Board joins current power stage innovation.
with the diversion benefit of gaming while finishing exercises related wellness, yoga and balance. Besides, the Wii Fit and Wii Fit Plus amusements incorporate customized settings to track an individual’s change over time. The fulfillment of these exercises professedly pick up balance, and some health awareness suppliers have given that parts of attractive game, for example, offset scores and player rating, may be identified with sensorimotor function.\[19\]

Besides, uncertainty exists about the validity and reliability of the balance scores that emerge from the product actualized in the Wii Fit and Wii Fit Plus amusements. Until this data is advance, clinicians utilizing balance scores result from the Wii Fit or Wii Fit Plus diversions to screen advancement amid recovery may be settling on clinical choices inaccurate or not dependable information. Accordingly, the motivation behind this examination was to focus the simultaneous legitimacy and the intra session and intersession dependability of balance scores the Wii Fit diversion produces.\[20\]

AIM:-To determine the effect of balance between traditional and virtual reality balance training in overweight people.

OBJECTIVES

- To choose the suitable subjects for the training of effect of balance on traditional and virtual reality balance.
- To screen the test on the basis of effectiveness on the overweight subjects.
- To evaluate positive effect of test and validation of hypothesis by evaluating statistical significance between the control and test groups.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Approval was obtained from the Research Review and Ethical committee of ISIC Institute of Rehabilitation Sciences. Written information consent was acquired from all subjects.

Participants:

Study Design: - Pre and post experimental

A Convenience sample of 60 overweight individuals of age 18-36 years \[21\] voluntarily participated in the study (descriptive information of the subjects given in Table 1). Subjects were screened as per the inclusion and exclusion criteria given below and randomly allotted to three group (n=20) each: Control, Virtual reality and Traditional Group.

INCLUSION CRITERIA
1. Age group between 18 to 36 years; (BMI: 25-29.9) \[22\]
2. Subjects unable to maintain the normal excursion distance on the supported leg throughout the trail on SEBT, \[23\]
3. Subjects unable to maintain the balance (5< poor < 45sec) on unipedal stance test. \[23\]
4. Subjects with a functional range at shoulder, lumbar spine, hip, knee and ankle.

EXCLUSION CRITERIA \[24\]
1. Ankle instability in past 6 month
2. Subject with BMI of >30.
3. Subject with any kind of musculoskeletal deformity such as flat foot.
4. Subject with any kind of neurological problem effecting balance.
5. Subject with any kind of lower limb injury in past 6 month, effecting participation in the study

All participants gave their consent for participation in the study.

Procedure:

A pilot study performed on 10-15 overweight individuals confirmed the existence of postural instability in overweight individuals, having balance problem in normal ADL activity.

All subjects were required to complete a battery of balance test to evaluate their ability to complete balance training programme. These test comprised of
a unipedal stance test and SEBT. Form and technique were observed throughout and used to identify completion of the tests.

Pre test for static and dynamic balance as measured by unipedal stance test and star excursion balance test respectively was performed for all the groups. Subject in intervention groups performed warm up stretching exercise such as tip-toe walking, forward and backward leg swing, saggital plane swing. Following warm-up, intervention group (both EG) underwent their respective training (virtual reality and conventional balance training).

Duration of training: - Balance training was performed thrice a week sessions for 6 week consisting of fixed foot and functionally directed balance training, each of half an hour of duration. Post test reading were taken after every 2 week of training.

**MATERIALS:**- Nintendo wii fit virtual reality program & Wii Balance Board, Record sheet, weighing machine, Stopwatch, Micro pore & Pen, Marker, Measuring tape

![Virtual reality training](image1)
![Unipedal stance test](image2)
![Star excursion balance (SEBT) test](image3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Virtual reality (Wii-Fit Nintendo)</th>
<th>Traditional program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Week 1st and 2nd</strong></td>
<td><strong>Exercise</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ski Slalom</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table Tilt</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Week 3rd and 4th</strong></td>
<td><strong>Exercise</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ski Slalom</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table Tilt</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advance phase</strong></td>
<td><strong>Exercise</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table Tilt</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance Bubble</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Week 5th &amp; 6th</strong></td>
<td><strong>Exercise</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ski Slalom</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table Tilt</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Advance phase</strong></td>
<td><strong>Exercise</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance Bubble</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Minimum attempt 4 min maximum 5 minutes.

Data analysis

Datas were analyzed with the help of statistical package for social sciences (SPSS) version 19. Paired sample t-tests were performed to examine pre and post test differences among individual measurements for all groups in every 2 week reading. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests were run for the examined between group performances for each pre and post testing every 2 week till 6 week measurement.

**RESULTS**

This includes the results obtained after statistical analysis of data of control, virtual reality and traditional balance training group.
Table 1 Descriptive information of subject among the age, BMI, limb length among virtual reality, traditional and control balance training group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VRG</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25.6000</td>
<td>.77256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBG</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25.6000</td>
<td>.47240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>26.6500</td>
<td>.20869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VRG</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>27.7865</td>
<td>.37580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBG</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>26.5000</td>
<td>.30992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>26.0190</td>
<td>.11636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VRG</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>88.4000</td>
<td>.17965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBG</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>85.5500</td>
<td>1.39638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>92.4750</td>
<td>1.21258</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows descriptive information of Age, BMI, LL of the subjects among VRG, TBG and CG. For VRG mean and S.D value of Age was 25.60±0.77 yr, mean and S.D value of age in TBG was 25.60±0.47yr, and mean and S.D value of Age in CG was 26.65±0.20. For the BMI the mean and S.D value in VRG was 27.78±0.37kg/cm², And in TBG the mean and S.D was 26.50±0.30 and in the CG the value of mean and S.D was 26.01±0.11. For LL the mean and S.D of VRG was 88.40±1.17 and in TBG the mean and S.D was 85.55±1.39 and in CG the value of mean and S.D was 92.47±1.21cm. In all the group, the mean values were found they have no statistically significant difference.

WITH IN GROUP ANALYSIS

Table 2 shows the comparison of intra group standard Deviation of the pre test and intervention after 2 weeks, 4weeks, and post 6week of SEBT,UPSTEOP and UPSTECL between the VRG,TBG and CG, and further comparison of the mean inter group between the pre reading, after 2week,4week, and 6weeks in the groups. The variations in VRG and CG was non significant and in TBG the variation and p value was more significant. Hence improvement of SEBT, UPSTOP and UPSTCL in balance was significant.

Table No .2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GROUP</th>
<th>PRE</th>
<th>A2W</th>
<th>A4W</th>
<th>A6W</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SEBT</td>
<td>5.8775 ±17</td>
<td>5.8685±13</td>
<td>5.881±13</td>
<td>6.031±15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBG</td>
<td>5.9835±22</td>
<td>6.269±22</td>
<td>6.5685±22</td>
<td>6.862±24**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPSTEOP</td>
<td>0.39±0.05</td>
<td>0.47±0.10</td>
<td>0.8±0.23</td>
<td>0.73±0.19**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBG</td>
<td>0.39±0.04</td>
<td>0.45±0.04</td>
<td>0.68±0.05**</td>
<td>0.96±0.05**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG</td>
<td>0.34±0.01</td>
<td>0.37±0.01*</td>
<td>0.4±0.01**</td>
<td>0.43±0.01**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| UPSTECL| 0.0840±0.036| 0.0815±0.021| 0.319±0.25| 0.319±0.07*
| TBG   | 0.0495±0.005| 0.0710±0.007| 0.1200±0.01| 0.1380±0.013**|
| CG    | 0.0515±0.004| 0.0670±0.005| 0.0740±0.00| 0.0710±0.004**|

Table 2. All SEBT, UPSTEOP and UPSTECL data Mean ± SEM, where n=20, Data were analysed by One-Way ANOVA with post test analysis by Bonferroni’s test at p ≥ 0.05.

Fig. 1 shows SEBT variation between 2 week 4 week and 6week in VRG,TBG and CG

Fig 2 shows UPST eyes OPEN variation between 2 week 4 week and 6week in VRG,TBG and CG
DISCUSSION

The purpose of the study was to determine if virtual reality balance training or traditional balance training can affect balance in overweight individuals.

The result of the present study demonstrated that among all three groups i.e. Control, virtual reality and Traditional balance group, Control Group and Virtual reality group showed a comparative execution in both deliberate variable and Traditional balance offer climb to more measurable change.

In this study results show that tallness and leg length were absolutely identified with execution on the SEBT. The significance of normalizing excursion distance data was delineated by the presence of huge distinction in excursion distance between sexes on excursion distance score; however an absence of gender difference was found after standardization of excursion distance to leg length. At the point when utilizing the SEBT as evaluation instrument, thought for standardization ought to incorporate leg length. This incorporate either normalizing outing information to leg length or coordinating combined interests for leg length.

Findings of the present study demonstrated impact on balance following six week balance training, no noteworthy distinction in Control Group, Virtual Reality Group noted, however Traditional balance Group showed huge contrast. These outcomes were not so compelling if there was an occurrence of overweight individual in virtual reality, balance preparing yet successful in the event of traditional parity preparing group. The absence of measurably noteworthy contrasts is an offset in virtual reality test group in light of the fact because of learning impact of the diversion in the subjects. According to Erik A. Wikstrom (2012) Wii Fit balance movement scores had poor simultaneous legitimacy with respect to COP results and SEBT achieve separations. Tsung-Yen Chuang et al (2009) said PC based feature amusements were connected to cognitive change. The outcomes from this study gave exploratory proof to support that the utilization of virtual reality based feature amusements can encourage understudies' cognitive learning effect.

In the present study, post intercession SEBT Composite scores in Traditional group demonstrated a factually exceedingly significant contrasts (p=.001) with the most astounding mean worth watched and SLSTEOP likewise indicated very noteworthy contrasts (p=.001) in all the three groups. There was a critical contrast in SLSTECL among Control and Traditional balance group whereas it was non significant in virtual balance group.

The plausible reasons of dynamic balance expand due to traditional balance training as measured by SEBT could be because of; Change in muscle quality of subject, power on neuromuscular framework, activating tactile receptor as overweight young men have lower quality with respect to mass.

Discovering the intergroup shrewd examination, it demonstrated that there was a factually huge contrasts in the post-intercession SEBT and SLST composite score between Control Group and traditional Group and virtual balance preparing, In SEBT the contrast between control group and virtual reality offset preparing group was not noteworthy, this could be because of
the reason that there was no critical solid association in the preparation in present study. What's more, in the traditional balance preparing having huge solid association, In the SLSTEOP and SLSTECL additionally having same as in SEBT parity impact in all the groups. In the virtual reality parity preparing group adjust not critical enhancing, this could be learning impact of the amusement level. Results of the present study demonstrated that there was a huge distinction between the traditional and virtual reality balance group. The reasons could be the strong adjustment in proprioception and also improvement of neuromuscular system calculates better result in conventional parity group.

The after effect of inside group examination of variables of the control group in this study demonstrated a factually no noteworthy contrast in the middle of pre and post mediation estimation of SEBT, SLSTEOP and SLSTECL composite score. The reason behind this could be no specific training which subjects in this group has followed. Discoveries of this examination demonstrated that virtual reality group demonstrated a practically consistent SEBT composite score following six week. Results of present study declared some decline in SLSTEOP and SLSTECL composite score, possible reason could be due to abatement learning impact of the diversion or changes in weight of the subjects during six weeks duration.

This study demonstrated that there is a factually exceedingly noteworthy contrast between the pre intervention and post mediation score of SEBT, SLSTEOP and SLSTECL in conventional offset preparing group (p=0.001). The change in variable shows that adjustment identifying with increment in leg quality and proprioception and strong coordination and solid control.

This is the first research to discriminatively dissect the adequacy of feature amusement based on parity preparing projects in overweight individuals. Prior explorations studies have demonstrated that adjust projects have demonstrated successful in enhancing balance estimations in a mixture of settings. \([1,2]\)

This study demonstrate the consequences of those past studies, however rather gives positive confirmation of viability to the clinician who decides to utilize feature diversion based exercises as a part of their parity preparing projects. In this study, conventional parity program cooperation fundamentally enhanced two of the three tried Star Excursion Balance exercises from pre to post testing. It ought to be brought up that these territories of change were noted in exercises that were additionally utilized as a preparation activity amid the 4-week preparing period. It is a particular plausibility that a preparation impact happened from these exercises. Then again, in spite of their adequacy, traditional offset programs regularly evoke understanding agreeability troubles. It is likewise imperative to note that in this study the conventional parity project had the least watched scores for patient engagement and pleasure. This affirms the suspicions and concerns of past scientists in regards to the consistence in traditional balance programs. \([2]\)

Task chosen which was similar to everyday life activities were selected. Ascending from a situation to a standing position is a standout amongst the most widely recognized exercises of day by day living. In the event that youngsters are less fit for lifting the body from sitting to standing on account of abundance fat mass, they may pick not to remain as regularly. Amid a sit to stand test, generous leg quality and a sufficient scope of joint movement are obliged, representing an impressive test to adjust. \([5,25]\)

Prior study in obese youthful youngsters showed diminished lower
appendage usefulness obstructed their capacity to ascend from a chair. \[22\] Higher BMI youngsters invested altogether additional time amid all exchange periods of the rising assignment contrasted and the non-fat kids, and most corpulent subjects moved their trunk regressive before starting the trademark forward and upward movement to stand. Our discoveries are in concurrence with these discoveries. Overweight young men demonstrated slower weight exchange and a lower rising file (communicated in % body weight) amid the sit to stand test on the weight plate contrasted and typical weight partners. This inward compel creation in raising the body to a standing position may be because of deficient leg quality to lift the overabundance body weight. Overweight young men likewise had more prominent influence speed in standing position, showing that they experience issues decelerating the forward trunk movement taking after the ascent. It could be additionally an outcome from lower quality with respect to mass. Overweight young men were likewise slower when performing a numerous sit-to-stand field test. As the different sit-to-stand test is frequently utilized as a marker of leg speed and force. \[6\] This poorer execution in the various sit-to-stand test in overweight young men is in concurrence with their lower rising record on the power plate.

SEBT includes amplifying lower limit achieve separation with one appendage while keeping up parity on the contralateral appendage. Coherently leg length would correspond altogether with outing separation, as a more extended appendage would give member leverage in coming to that appendage further. What's more, on the grounds that stature and leg length firmly associate with one another, it is intrinsic that tallness and outing separation would likewise relate fundamentally.

The relations for tallness and leg length to outing separation were critical, they were not particularly solid. The most elevated connections happened between leg length and journey remove in the three foremost headings (front, anterolateral, anteromedial). This demonstrates that while leg length is a huge indicator of execution on the SEBT, different calculates not evaluated for this study, represent most of the change connected with journey distance. \[7\]

In a static balance of postural control, the objective is to minimize uprooting of the core of weight, a subsidiary of the vertical ground response power. In the measure of element postural control utilized as a part of this study, the objective is to augment achieved separation while keeping up one-sided support. The inside of weight trip could be influenced by the measure of ground contact identified with foot sort. Postural influence is not evaluated in the SEBT, however it is innate to the test that some moving of the inside of weight will jump out at augment journey separation. Foot sort, nonetheless, did not fundamentally influence the execution of the SEBT, perhaps because of other compensatory movements or coming to techniques, or both, that permit a subject to conquer a shortfall possibly because of foot type. \[7\]

**Impediment of the study**

The study incorporate middle age group and physically fit overweight single person.

Age group is variable (18-36) so that as indicated by the few musculoskeletal and physiological changes happening which can prompt balance issue.

Term of the study was six weeks, because in this length of time BMI changes are possible so adjustment can be hampered.

Test incorporating in the study was populace generally 20-30 yr, so the outcome
cannot be summed up to middle age populace group.

Limitations of study
During the 6 week Duration of the study BMI was not reassess as there were high chances of changes in subject BMI score due to changes in weight. The reliability and validity of Nintendo Wii Fit balance program according to the previous study is poor.

Games for the balance training in Nintendo Wii-Fit was highly susceptible of adaptation which shows learning effect in subjects thus produces less improvement.

Future Research
This study could be possible on corpulent individual as just overweight individual were utilized as a part of the present study.

This study can be utilized for biomechanical amendment and expanded the strong co appointment.

This study can help in athletic populace by expansion the term of convention as indicated by the games particular.

CONCLUSION
The study implies the utilization of conventional balance preparing in six week to improve the static and element adjust in overweight people and lessen the shot of harm in action of everyday living.

With the assistance of this preparation typical populace individual keep up wellbeing and fitness, which can decrease the shot of damage keep up and enhance personal satisfaction in day by day action.

Clinical significance
The finding of the present study may presume that traditional parity preparing group having a great deal more compelling for the overweight individual, there was not much impact of virtual reality preparing program in the event of overweight populace, it is more successful in neurological anomaly subject as proved by past studies. Furthermore, we are building term of preparing, then its impact on balance is considerably more viable.
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